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Star Polymers Viewed as Ultrasoft Colloidal Particles
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Combining statistical-mechanical theories and neutron-scattering techniques, we show that the effec-
tive pair potential between star polymers is exponentially decaying for large distances and crosses over,
at a density-dependent corona diameter, to an ultrasoft logarithmic repulsion for small distances. We
also make the theoretical prediction that in concentrated star polymer solutions, this ultrasoft interac-
tion induces an anomalous fluid structure factor which exhibits an unusually pronounced second peak.
[S0031-9007(98)06148-1]
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Star polymers consist of a well-defined numberf of
flexible polymer chains tethered to a central microscop
core. By enhancing this functionality (or arm number
f which governs the interpenetrability of two stars, on
can continuously switch from unbranched polymer chain
(f  1, 2) to a colloidal sphere (f ¿ 1). Hence, star
polymers can actually be viewed as hybrids betwee
polymerlike entities and colloidal particles establishing a
important link between these different domains of physic
Moreover, star polymer solutions reveal quite a numb
of novel structural and dynamical properties which occu
neither in single-chain polymers nor in suspensions
colloidal spheres; for recent reviews see Refs. [1,2].

While the polymer conformations around asingle
star are well understood by computer simulation [3
scaling theory [4], and small-angle neutron scatterin
experiments [5],concentratedstar polymer solutions are
much more difficult to access due to the additiona
effective interactions between the stars. In particula
these interactions become relevant when the distancer
between two star polymer centers is of the order of th
so-called corona diameters, which describes the spatial
extension of the monomer density around a single s
(see the inset of Fig. 1). This translates immediate
into an overlap densityrp ; 1ys3 of the core number
density r. Close to this overlap densityrp, there is
an effective repulsion between stars resulting from th
osmotic pressure arising between polymers from differe
cores. The repulsion is purely entropic; i.e., it simpl
scales with the thermal energykBT . Witten and Pincus
[6] were the first to derive the functional form of this
repulsion. The effective potential between two star
V srd, was found to depend logarithmically onr and to
scale asymptotically asf3y2 with the arm number, i.e.,
V srd  2kBTgf3y2 lnsrysd, where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant,T is the temperature, andg is an unknown
numerical prefactor. Note that this result was obtaine
only for large f and for small distancesr # s. Since
this potential depends only weakly onr , the stars can be
viewed as “ultrasoft” colloidal particles whose interactio
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is very different from common soft spheres describe
e.g., by an inverse-power potential [7,8].

The aim of this Letter is twofold: First, we describe
the star polymer interactionquantitatively, proposing an
explicit analytical expression for the effective pair poten
tial V srd, similar to that in Ref. [6] which is designed,
however, for arbitraryr and f. Using fluid-state theory
and Monte Carlo computer simulations, we have calc
lated the structural correlations. At the same time, w
have performed small-angle neutron scattering measu
ments on 18-arm polyisoprene stars over a broad dens
regime, ranging fromr  0.07rp to r  0.6rp. The ex-
perimental data for the pair correlations compare favo
ably well with our theoretical results.

Second, morequalitatively, we predict theoretically
an anomalous fluid structure factorSsqd with a first
peak that decreases and a pronounced second peak
increases with growing density slightly above the overla
concentration. This is unknown for common simple fluid
[7] whose repulsive interaction potential is governed by
single length scale.

FIG. 1. The pair potential given by Eq. (1) forf  18, 32,
64, 128, and 256 (from left to right) as a function of the cente
to-center separationr. Inset: two stars in the “blob” picture
[4], at distancer from each other.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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Let us start by stating and discussing the form of our pair potential [9]V srd which reads as follows:

V srd
kBT



Ω
s5y18df3y2f2 lnsrysd 1 s1 1

p
fy2d21g sr # sd ;

s5y18df3y2s1 1
p

fy2d21ssyrd expf2
p

fsr 2 sdy2sg sr . sd .
(1)
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The potentialV srd is an interpolation between a Yukawa
form, suitable forr . s, and a logarithmic behavior,
appropriate forr , s, shifted by a constant which is
chosen in such a way that the potential is smooth
r  s. The logarithmic form of the interaction sets in
when two stars are separated by such a distance that
outermost blobs of the stars in the Daoud-Cotton mod
[1,4] fully overlap; i.e., sy2 is the distance from the
center of the star to the center of the outermost blob.
geometry, the latter has a radiusRb  sy

p
f. Let us

discuss these two regimes in more detail.
(i) r # s: Here our potential coincides with the ex

pression given by Witten and Pincus [6]. The numer
cal prefactorg is known to be equal to5y18  0.277 . . .
for f  1 and 0.28 for f  2 [6]. Hence, even for the
smallest values of the functionality thef3y2 scaling holds
almost perfectly, which gives us reason to assume t
g  5y18 holds for arbitraryf.

(ii) r . s: For the unbranched case (f  1, 2), it
is known that the long-distance behavior ofV srd is
exponentially decaying inr [10] which we assume to be
of the special Yukawa form for arbitraryf. We fix the
decay length in the exponential to be twice the large
blob radius. The amplitude of the Yukawa potential
finally determined by the requirement of continuity of th
potential and its derivative with respect tor at r  s.

The behavior ofV srd is shown in Fig. 1 for different
values off. While for low f there is no dramatic change
in its behavior asr crossess, a spectacular change
betweenr . s andr , s is seen forf  128 and256.
In fact, in the “colloidal limit” f ! `, V srd diverges for
r , s and vanishes forr . s, and we recover the well-
known hard-sphere potential [8].

We now take the pair potential given by Eq. (1) an
apply the Rogers-Young (RY) closure [11] to obtai
information about the pair structure of the liquid, in
particular the center-to-center structure factorSsqd of the
stars. In addition, we have performed Monte Carlo sim
lations [12], finding that for all densities considered (0 ,

r , 3rp) the Rogers-Young closure givesSsqd’s which
are practically indistinguishable from the simulation data

The labeled 18-arm polyisoprene (PI) star that w
used for our small-angle neutron scattering (SANS
experiments was prepared by anionic polymerizatio
The synthesis of the arms started with deuterated
and secondary butyl lithium as initiator and proceede
with protonated PI. The still living polymer chains were
coupled to the 18-functional chlorosilane linking agen
fCH2SisCH2CH2SiCl3d3g2. The result of the synthesis is
a labeled 18-arm star with a near-monodisperse molecu
weight distribution, where each arm commences wi
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27 protonated monomers in the core and continues wi
81 monomers to the deuterated shell. The molecul
weight of the arm is 8000 gymol. The solvent and the
deuterated shell have the same scattering length dens
and in the experiment only the protonated core is visible

The SANS experiments were performed at th
FRJ-2 reactor of the Forschungszentrum Jülich. Usin
fully deuterated methylcyclohexane as solvent, sampl
covering polymer volume fractionsf in the range
5 3 1024 # f # 0.3 were investigated. The solutions
were studied in 1 mm quartz cells, resulting in sampl
transmission between 55% and 85%. The SANS expe
ments were carried out at a neutron wavelengthl  7 Å,
employing sample-detector distances of 1.25, 2, 4, an
8 m. In this way a range of momentum transfer0.005 #

q # 0.25 Å21, whereq  s4pyld sinsuy2d and u is the
scattering angle, was covered. The scattering due to t
empty cell and the solvent, as well as the incoherent sc
tering of the deuterated part of the star and the calculat
incoherent background caused by the protonated part
the polymer were subtracted. The resultingq dependence
of the scattered intensityIsqd after scaling by the volume
fraction f is shown in Fig. 2. Assuming that the form
factor Psqd of the labeled inner part of the star is not
affected by the polymer volume fractionf, the influence
of the structure factorSsqd relating to interstar correlations
enters the expression for the intensityIsqd as a product [1]

Isqdyf  VW PsqdSsqd 
1
f

NA

Dr2

dScohsqd
dV

, (2)

where VW denotes the weight-average molar polyme
volume of the labeled part of the star,Dr2 is the contrast
factor between the solvent and the protonated core of t
star,NA is the Avogadro constant, anddScohsqdydV is the
coherent macroscopic differential scattering cross sectio
The form factorPsqd was determined by extrapolatingIsqd
to zero volume fractionf. In order to obtain an analytical
expression for the quantityVW Psqd, we fitted the data
extrapolated tof  0 with an empirical form factor given
by Dozier [13,14]. Finally, in order to compare directly
with the theoretical predictions, the quantityVW PsqdSsqd
must be convoluted with the resolution functionRsq, q0d
of the experimental apparatus, whereq0 is the considered
wave vector, given by

Rsq, q0d 
1

p
2p Dq

exp

Ω
2

1
2

sq 2 q0d2

sDqd2

æ
, (3)

where sDqd2  s2pDuyld2 1 sq0Dlyld2, with Du 
3.6 3 1023 being the uncertainty in the angle and
Dlyl  0.085 the relative uncertainty in the wavelength.
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FIG. 2. Experimental (points) vs theoretical results (lines) fo
the total scattering intensityIsqdyf of 18-arm stars at various
volume fractionsf. From top to bottom: (a)f  2%, 8%;
(b) f  15%, 30%.

In attempting to fit the experimental data for the to
tal scattering intensityIsqd with the theoretical predic-
tions based on an analytic pair potential, we must ta
into consideration the fact that the star size itself has
dependence on the concentrationf, as was earlier found
experimentally [5,15]. Indeed, the radius of gyrationRG

of the star was found to be almost constant up to the ov
lap concentrationfp ø 10%, whereas a shrinkage of the
star was observed at higherf [5,16]. Accordingly, the
lengths must also have af dependence,s  ssfd, to
account for the influence of the deformation of the st
on the pair interaction. We fixed this dependence as f
lows: for the lowest concentration considered,f  2%,
4452
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we obtain s by optimizing the agreement between th
theoretical prediction and the experimental results. F
the potential given by Eq. (1), we obtain in this wa
ssf  2%d  96 Å. At the same concentration, the
experimentally measured radius of gyration isRGsf 
2%d  76.1 Å [5,15]. This fixes once and for all the ra-
tio syRG ; t  1.26. For all other concentrationsf
we setssfd  tRGsfd, whereRGsfd is read from the
experimental results [5,15]. In this way we can say th
our fit containsno adjustable parameterssince s does
not vary arbitrarily withf, but rather in a way dictated
by the measured values of the size of the star. Moreov
let us also remark that the values  96 Å gives a theo-
retical value for the total size of the star which is aga
consistent with the experimental results. Indeed, the the
retical radius of the star issy2 1 Rb  sy2 1 sy

p
f.

For f  2% and takings  96 Å, this yields the value
70.63 Å which is within two error bars from the experi-
mental result [5,15].

In Fig. 2 we show representative results forf  2%,
8%, 15%, and30%. It can be seen that the fit is quite sa
isfactory for the whole range of concentrations. In partic
lar, the compressibility of the solution, being proportiona
to Isq ! 0d is given correctly for all concentrations, a
well as the general shape and wave numberqmax at which
the scattering intensity displays a maximum. The height
the peak is underestimated by the theory and the agreem
worsens somewhat as the concentration grows. Howev
at high values off the decoupling between form and struc
ture factors implied in writing downIsqd  VW PsqdSsqd
becomes questionable, and this is a possible source of
crepancies between theory and experiment. We emp
size that our logarithmic-Yukawa potential is the first tha
gives semiquantitative agreement between theory and
periment for such a wide range of concentrations. Earl
attempts to fit the experimental results with a hard sphe
Yukawa interaction, for example, failed at and beyond th
overlap concentrationfp [17]. Indeed, the existence of
a “soft core,” such as the logarithmic term in our poten
tial is crucial at high concentrations where the stars st
interpenetrating.

In order to put the proposed pair potential into furthe
tests, we have also made the following changes: fir
we kept the logarithmic-Yukawa form, but changed th
definition of s. The newsy2 is now the distance from
the center of the star to the boundary between the t
outermost blob shells. This choice givesssf  2%d 
50 Å; the quality of the fits, however, is systematicall
worse than that with the original definition ofs at all
concentrations. Second, keeping the original definitio
of s, we used a different functional form for the pai
potential outside the lengths (but always maintaining the
logarithmic form forr , s). Earlier calculations of the
effective repulsion between twofree polymer coils show
that it has a Gaussian form [10]. We thus matched t
potential outsides by a Gaussian having again a deca
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FIG. 3. Static structure factors for a system interacting b
means of the pair potential given by Eq. (1) withf  64.
Solid line: r  1.91rp; dashed line:r  2.67rp; dotted line:
r  3.05rp.

length proportional toRb. This way we obtain a fit of the
f  2% data by fixingssf  2%d  150 Å. However,
the fit fails at the next value of concentration,f 
5%, when s is varied consistently with the measured
values ofRG . Thus, we conclude that the combination
of the logarithmic and the Yukawa forms is essential i
bringing about reasonable agreement between theory
experiment.

Finally, we discuss sometheoretical predictionsfor
the structure factor of a system characterized by the p
potential of Eq. (1), as obtained from the RY closure an
simulations. Forf  18, the height of the first peak of
Ssqd grows with increasing density up tor ø 0.60rp, but
upon further increase of the density it becomes lowe
At very high concentrations,r . 2rp, more unusual
effects are seen. To demonstrate these, we now ta
the casef  64, where the unusual features are mor
pronounced than forf  18. As can be seen from
Fig. 3,Ssqd has a first sharp peak whose heightdecreases
with density, whereas the height of the secondary pe
increaseswith density. Moreover, the position of the
peaks is very insensitive to the density. For usual den
liquids (hard spheres, one-component plasma), who
interaction involves a single length scale, the structu
factor displays peaks whose positions depend only on t
length scale set by the density,a  r21y3. Moreover, in
those cases, the height of all the peaks grows uniformly
the density is raised. Here, on the contrary, the ultras
character of the logarithmic potential and the crossover
a Yukawa form atr  s bring about unusual features in
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Ssqd. The relation of these features to the underlying p
distribution functiongsrd and the overall phase behavio
of the system will be the subject of a future publication.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated by direct co
parison with experimental data that the effective rep
sion between two star polymers of functionalityf has a
logarithmic form at small center-to-center distances a
crosses over to an exponential at larger distances. The
trasoft character of the logarithmic potential brings abo
quite a few novel features in the fluid structure. We e
pect that unusual characteristics will also show up in t
phase diagram of the system as well, e.g., in the variety
possible solid phases and in its topology.
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